Voter Education Websites | Legislative Redistricting after the 2020 census.

The districts drawn by state lawmakers will shape political power at the state and federal level until at least 2032. We are dedicated to advancing democracy in America’s communities and to making democratic skills available to all who desire a voice in local, state, and national discourse and action.

**FactCheck.org** “works to reduce the level of deception and confusion in U.S. politics.” The website analyzes and reports the accuracy of claims or statements made by influencers in politics. This includes the monitoring of TV ads, debates, speeches, interviews, and news releases. Fact Check exists to help voters have a better, more informed understanding of the political system and its key leaders.

Do you have a question about a candidate, issue, or the upcoming election? Ask Fact Check [here](#).

**I Side With** provides an interactive quiz for individual users to take that asks questions about their beliefs. After analyzing the results of the quiz and what an individual user finds important, the websites presents which presidential candidate most agrees with the viewpoint of the user.

**PollVault** is a website designed to let voters see the candidates and issues that will appear on their ballot during the election. It features options for users to see heir respected organizations or other individuals’ stances on the issues and candidates. Voters also have the option to share the way they are voting with others.

**Project Vote Smart** is a resource for voters to see information on candidates and elected officials in addition to different political issues and systematic concerns. Users can navigate the website to find detailed descriptions of politicians and candidates such as their biography, top campaign contributors, and stances on the issues. Users can also find information on voter registration in addition to tracking different bills.

**MapLight** explains to voters the influence money has in the political system. The website has information about campaign contributions and who has donated to political candidates on a federal, state, and local level. Resources are provided on the website, comparing campaign contributions, political leaders, votes, industries, and companies.

**OpenSecrets.org** provides voters unbiased information, helping them understand how money in politics influences their lives. The website provides information on campaign funding/spending, politicians funding/spending and lobbying and influencers’ money.

**PolitiFact** is a fact-checking tool that aims to provide users with an independent, factual source of information on the accuracy of claims and statements made by political leaders. The facts are tested against the organization’s “Truth-O-Meter” and then explained. Users can find an analysis and explanation of each result in addition to the sources used to determine the result of the initial statement.

**Polling Report** gives voters up-to-date information about how current candidates, leaders, and issues are viewed by the public. The website allows users to see a series of questions asked about a number of topics and leaders as well as the responses from the participants in the survey.

**TurboVote** sends voters reminders via text and email about registration deadlines and upcoming elections. Register with your information and TurboVote will send you updates to make sure you don’t miss important election information.